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The liver-clock coordinates rhythmicity of
peripheral tissues in response to feeding
Gal Manella 1, Elizabeth Sabath1,2, Rona Aviram1, Vaishnavi Dandavate1, Saar Ezagouri1,
Marina Golik1, Yaarit Adamovich 1 and Gad Asher 1 ✉
The mammalian circadian system consists of a central clock in the brain that synchronizes clocks in the peripheral tissues.
Although the hierarchy between central and peripheral clocks is established, little is known regarding the specificity and functional organization of peripheral clocks. Here, we employ altered feeding paradigms in conjunction with liver-clock mutant mice
to map disparities and interactions between peripheral rhythms. We find that peripheral clocks largely differ in their responses
to feeding time. Disruption of the liver-clock, despite its prominent role in nutrient processing, does not affect the rhythmicity
of clocks in other peripheral tissues. Yet, unexpectedly, liver-clock disruption strongly modulates the transcriptional rhythmicity of peripheral tissues, primarily on daytime feeding. Concomitantly, liver-clock mutant mice exhibit impaired glucose and
lipid homeostasis, which are aggravated by daytime feeding. Overall, our findings suggest that, upon nutrient challenge, the
liver-clock buffers the effect of feeding-related signals on rhythmicity of peripheral tissues, irrespective of their clocks.

C

ircadian clocks oscillate in light-sensitive organisms with a
period approximately equal to 24 h and coordinate a wide
variety of behavioural, physiological and molecular functions
with geophysical time. In mammals, these clocks are present in virtually every cell of the body and function in a cell-autonomous and
self-sustained manner1. The mammalian circadian system is viewed
as hierarchal; a central clock in the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN)
of the brain coordinates millions of clocks in peripheral tissues2–4. To
remain aligned with geophysical time, circadian clocks are synchronized with the environment through various timing cues that are
also known as zeitgebers. Central and peripheral clocks are believed
to rely on a similar core clock machinery: a network of transcription–translation feedback loops of different core clock genes (for
example, Arntl (Bmal1), Clock, Per1, Per2, Per3, Cry1, Cry2 and
Nr1d1 and Nr1d2 (Reverbα and Reverbβ)). However, they differ in
their compliance to different zeitgebers: while the principal zeitgeber for the central clock is light, food consumption is widely considered as a dominant timing cue for peripheral clocks5,6. This largely
accepted view relies on experiments whereby rodents had access to
food exclusively during the light or dark phase (daytime feeding
(DF) or night-time feeding (NF), respectively) for several days. On
DF, the phase of the central clock in the brain is unaffected, but the
clock in the liver and several other tissues is phase-inverted compared to NF or freely fed (ad libitum (AL)) animals7–11. Therefore,
DF is considered to uncouple clocks in peripheral tissues from the
central clock in the SCN.
The dichotomy between central and peripheral clocks essentially regards peripheral clocks as a uniform group. Indeed, clocks
in the peripheral tissues share the same ‘clockwork’. However, given
their tissue-specific roles12,13, it is conceivable that they would differ in their input and output signalling pathways. At the same time,
clocks in different peripheral organs are expected to function, and
therefore respond to external inputs, in coordination with each
other. This conundrum raises several key questions regarding the
organization principles within the peripheral circadian system: Do
clocks in all tissues respond to a given zeitgeber similarly or rather

exhibit tissue specificity? What is the effect of the clock in one tissue
on the clock of another tissue? To what extent is tissue rhythmicity
controlled by its endogenous clock versus clocks in other tissues or
systemic cues?
In this study, we aimed to identify interactions between clocks
and rhythmicity of different peripheral tissues. In view of the central role of the liver-clock in nutrient processing and its prominent
response to DF7,8,14,15, we hypothesized that the liver-clock might
regulate the rhythmicity of other peripheral tissues in response to
feeding time. To this end, we applied different feeding paradigms in
conjunction with liver-specific clock mutant mice and performed
around-the-clock transcriptomic profiling on various tissues.
Intriguingly, we found that clocks in different tissues largely differed in their response to DF, from phase inversion to no response
or even loss of rhythmicity. Furthermore, transcriptomic profiling revealed that the feeding effect on rhythmic gene expression
is tissue-specific and does not necessarily align with the phase of
the local clock. Importantly, we found that the liver-clock strongly
modulates the effect of DF on rhythms of other tissues without carrying major effects on their clocks. Concomitantly, we uncovered
that blood nutrient homeostasis, in particular glucose, is altered in
liver-clock-deficient mice, especially in response to DF. Our findings shed light on the interactions between peripheral rhythms
in vivo and suggest that the liver-clock controls the rhythmicity of
other peripheral tissues upon nutritional challenge, irrespective of
their clocks.

Results

Feeding time differentially affects clocks in peripheral tissues. To
address the role of the liver in the response of peripheral clocks to
feeding, we first characterized the effect of feeding time on clocks in
different tissues. Mice were housed under a 12 h light–dark regimen
and had access to food either exclusively during the light phase (DF)
or throughout the entire day (AL). Previous studies that employed
DF mostly up to two weeks suggested that a longer duration might
be needed for complete entrainment in some tissues7,10,15–18. Thus,
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Fig. 1 | Feeding differentially affects clocks in peripheral tissues. a–f, Quantitative PCR results from mice (AlbCre) fed either AL or exclusively during the
light phase (DF) for 30 d. Samples were collected at 2-h intervals for 24 h (n = 2 biologically independent mice per time point). The clock genes Arntl (Bmal1)
and Nr1d1 (Reverbα) from the liver (a), WAT (b), lung (c), quadriceps muscle (d), kidney (e) and heart (f) are shown. The dots mark individual measurements
in each zeitgeber time (ZT). Significant rhythms according to JTK_CYCLE (P < 0.05) are denoted by the continuous cosine fit curve, with a vertical line
representing the phase; the dashed red curves represent rhythms with P < 0.15 and the dashed grey curves represent non-significant rhythms. g, Immunoblot
analysis of core clock proteins from the livers and lungs of mice fed either AL or DF. Pooled samples of n = 2 per time point are shown. U2AF65 served as the
loading control (size markers are given in kD). h, Polar plot summary of the effects of DF on clock gene expression. Each vector represents the mean response
of a single tissue. The vector’s angle represents the mean phase shift in response to DF among all the rhythmic clock genes in the tissue. The vector’s length
indicates the relative change in amplitude in response to DF (a length of 1 represents no change in amplitude). NS, nonspecific.

to reach a stable effect, mice underwent DF for 30 d. Subsequently,
animals were killed at 2-h intervals throughout 24 h and expression
levels of the different core clock genes (Arntl, Dbp, Nr1d1, Per1, Per2
and Cry1) were analysed for the indicated tissues (that is, liver, white
adipose tissue (WAT), lung, quadriceps, kidney and heart) (Fig. 1

and Extended Data Fig. 1). The JTK_CYCLE test was used to determine their rhythmicity and estimate their phases19 (Supplementary
Data 1). In line with previous reports7,9,15, the expression of liver-clock
genes was 12-h phase-shifted on DF (Fig. 1a and Extended Data
Fig. 1a). A similar response was observed for WAT (Fig. 1b and
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Fig. 2 | Daytime-restricted feeding affects the rhythmic transcriptome in a tissue-specific manner. Rhythmic transcriptome analyses of liver (a–d), WAT
(e–h) and lung (i–l) from mice fed either AL or exclusively during the light phase (DF) for 30 d. a,e,i, Heatmaps of expression profiles of genes that were
non-rhythmic in AL and rhythmic in DF (NR, Qmin < 0.05, PHR,AL > 0.05, PHR,DF ≤ 0.05; JTK_CYCLE and Harmonic Regression; Methods), genes that were
rhythmic in AL and non-rhythmic in DF (RN, Qmin < 0.05, PHR,AL ≤ 0.05, PHR,DF > 0.05) and genes that were rhythmic in both (RR, Qmin < 0.05, PHR,AL ≤ 0.05,
PHR,DF ≤ 0.05). Data are presented as z-scores of the average expression in each ZT. b,f,j, Venn diagrams representing the overlap between rhythmic
genes in AL or in DF. c,g,k, Histograms representing the distribution of amplitude differences between DF and AL of the common rhythmic genes in both
conditions. d,h,l, Histograms representing the distribution of phase differences between DF and AL for the common rhythmic genes in both conditions.
m, Graphical depiction of the main findings. Transcript rhythmicity is driven both by the tissue’s internal core clock and by various external signals. On DF,
which affects external rhythmicity, the core clock in the different tissues is differentially phase-shifted. The effect on the rhythmic transcriptome is also
tissue-specific: the liver transcriptome is phase-inverted, the lung transcriptome is mildly affected while the WAT transcriptome exhibits wide phase
shift distribution.
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Extended Data Fig. 1b). By contrast, the phases of clock genes in the
lung were barely affected (Fig. 1c and Extended Data Fig. 1c). Other
tissues such as the kidney (Fig. 1e and Extended Data Fig. 1e) and
heart (Fig. 1f and Extended Data Fig. 1f) exhibited an intermediate effect (approximately 4–8-h phase shift). The phase coherence
between clock genes within a given tissue was generally preserved
in DF animals. Nevertheless, we observed some gene-specific
effects, especially in the WAT, where Arntl was phase-delayed while
other clock genes were mostly phase-advanced. We also noticed a
marked reduction in the amplitude of clock genes on DF in all tissues. Notably, the rhythmicity of almost all clock genes was lost in
the quadriceps (Fig. 1d and Extended Data Fig. 1d). The prominent
effect of DF on the phase of clock genes in the liver compared to the
lung was also evident at their protein levels (Fig. 1g).
Collectively, our analysis indicated that feeding time affects clock
rhythmicity in a tissue-specific manner. While the clocks of some
tissues (liver, WAT) were strongly phase-shifted, other tissues were
only partially shifted (kidney), showed no response (lung) or even
exhibited loss of rhythmicity (quadriceps) (Fig. 1h). Thus, it appears
that DF not only uncouples peripheral clocks from the central clock
but also uncouples clocks of different peripheral tissues.
Feeding time affects the rhythmicity of peripheral tissues in
a tissue-specific manner. In principle, daily rhythmicity can be
driven either by endogenous clocks or by exogenous signals (for
example, feeding, light)11,20–23. Our finding that clocks in peripheral tissues responded differently to feeding time prompted us to
examine whether daily rhythms in these tissues will follow the
tissue-clock or rather the feeding time or other systemic cues. A
mixed effect emerging from both shall not be excluded. Hence, we
performed around-the-clock transcriptomic analyses to identify
transcripts with a 24-h rhythmicity and their respective parameters
(that is, phase, amplitude). We centred on the liver and WAT, since
their clocks strongly responded to DF, and on the lung whose clock
was not shifted (Fig. 1 and Extended Data Fig. 1).
In the liver, a comparable number of genes were rhythmic in
AL and DF, with high overlap and similar amplitude (Fig. 2a–c).
The rhythmic genes in AL were enriched for metabolic processes
(for example, lipids, amino acids and carbohydrates) (Extended
Data Fig. 2a). In correspondence with the 12-h phase shift in the
liver’s clock on DF, we observed on average a 12-h shift in the
rhythmic transcriptome (Fig. 2d), with similar functional annotations (Extended Data Fig. 2a). We concluded that both the
liver-clock and the rhythmic transcriptome remain aligned with
feeding time.
In the WAT, roughly the same number of genes were rhythmic
in AL and DF, yet their composition largely differed (approximately
50% overlap) (Fig. 2e,f). These common rhythmic genes showed a
tendency for increased amplitudes in DF (Fig. 2g). Both in AL and
DF, they were enriched for metabolic pathways (for example, insulin
response, lipid and nucleotide metabolism) (Extended Data Fig. 2b).
While the clock in the WAT was phase-inverted in response to DF
(Fig. 1b and Extended Data Fig. 1), the rhythmic transcriptome was
mostly phase-advanced, with a broad range of phase-shifts spanning over 12 h (median = −5.5) (Fig. 2h). In conclusion, some of the
WAT rhythmic transcripts were aligned with its clock and feeding
time (similarly to the liver), while others were only partially or not
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shifted at all. The latter are most likely affected by light-related or
SCN-driven signals.
In the lung, we found that DF decreased the size of the rhythmic
transcriptome (Fig. 2i,j) with a strong reduction in the amplitude
of the common rhythmic genes (Fig. 2k). Importantly, the phases
of these common genes were similar (Fig. 2l) and stayed aligned
with the lung’s clock. Enrichment analysis revealed several common
terms that are related to tissue organization (collagen metabolism,
cell–cell adhesion) and circadian entrainment. Some unique terms
were exclusively enriched for DF, such as glucose homeostasis and
nucleotide metabolism. Thus, in the lung, the phases of the core
clock (Fig. 1c and Extended Data Fig. 1c) and the rhythmic transcriptome are not affected by feeding-related signals.
Taken together, these analyses suggest that the effect of feeding
time on transcript rhythmicity is tissue-specific and does not necessarily correspond to the effect on the tissue’s clock (Fig. 2m).
The liver-clock does not affect the rhythmicity of other peripheral clocks. The liver-clock plays a central role in nutrient processing24. Concurrently, circadian clocks respond to various metabolites
and metabolic-related signals25. Therefore, we hypothesized that
the liver-clock might serve as a relay between feeding and clocks in
other peripheral tissues through nutrient-related signals. As such,
the liver-clock might facilitate the response to feeding; in its absence,
the response of clocks in other peripheral tissues is expected to be
attenuated. Alternatively, the liver might function as a homeostatic buffering mechanism to counterbalance unwarranted effects
of nutritional perturbations. In such a case, the response of other
peripheral clocks should be exacerbated in liver-clock-deficient animals. These effects might also show tissue specificity.
To test these hypotheses, we applied the same experimental
design as detailed above, this time with hepatocyte-specific Bmal1
knockout mice (Alb-Cre+, Bmal1loxP/loxP (BLKO)). These mice, which
lack a functional circadian clock in hepatocytes, show some residual
rhythms in clock gene expression in the liver, most likely due to the
presence of non-hepatocyte cell types21,26,27 (Extended Data Fig. 3a).
The phases of clock genes in the different organs were comparable
in AlbCre controls and AL BLKO mice (Fig. 3a and Extended Data
Fig. 3) and were similarly shifted on DF, with few minor differences (for example, kidney’s Arntl and Dbp; WAT’s Dbp and Nr1D1)
(Fig. 3b). Likewise, amplitude reduction in clock rhythmicity on DF
did not differ much between the two mouse strains (Fig. 3c). We also
examined the effect on the magnitude of clock gene expression (that
is, mean expression level); overall, we did not find marked changes
between the different conditions (Fig. 3d). As expected, Arntl levels
in the liver of BLKO mice were markedly reduced (Fig. 3d). Notably,
the mean expression levels of several genes in the quadriceps were
dramatically downregulated under DF and to some extent differed
between BLKO and AlbCre mice.
Overall, these experiments indicate that the liver-clock affects
neither the rhythmicity of other peripheral clocks nor their entrainment by feeding.
The liver-clock alters the phase of WAT and lung transcriptome on DF. As detailed above, we found that the liver-clock is
not necessary for the entrainment of peripheral clocks by feeding.
Yet, it might still affect the rhythmicity of other peripheral tissues,

Fig. 3 | The liver-clock does not affect clock rhythmicity in other peripheral tissues. a–d, Control mice (AlbCre) and liver-clock mutant mice (BLKO)
were fed either AL or exclusively during the light phase (DF) for 30 d. a, Phase differences in clock gene rhythmicity between BLKO and AlbCre mouse
strains in AL fed animals based on qPCR analysis as detailed in Fig. 1 (JTK_CYCLE, P < 0.05). b, Phase differences in clock gene rhythmicity between DF
and AL conditions in either AlbCre or BLKO mice. Only significantly rhythmic genes for the relevant condition are included and represented with a dot
(JTK_CYCLE, P < 0.05 or P < 0.15 as denoted in the figure). c, Bar plot representation of the relative change in amplitude on DF in either AlbCre or BLKO
mice (note the linear scale, versus the log scale in Fig. 1, and Extended Data Figs. 1 and 3). d, Bar plot representation of the relative change in magnitude on
DF in either AlbCre or BLKO mice. (For the relevant clock gene expression profiles, see Extended Data Figs. 1 and 3).
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irrespective of their clocks. The hepatic clock could either facilitate
or buffer the effect of feeding. The rhythmic transcriptome of the
WAT was strongly affected by feeding time (Fig. 2h). Therefore,
a

we first performed around-the-clock transcriptome analysis of
WAT from AL and DF fed BLKO mice. On DF, there was a substantial gain of rhythmicity (Fig. 4a–c). Remarkably, the phase shift
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distribution of the common rhythmic genes was much narrower
and more skewed towards complete inversion in BLKO compared to
control mice (Fig. 4d,e). Hence, the response of the WAT rhythmic
transcriptome to DF is dependent on the liver-clock. Consequently,
in the absence of a functional liver-clock, the WAT’s rhythmic transcriptome is better aligned with its clock and feeding time.
In contrast to the WAT, the phase of the lung’s rhythmic transcriptome was not affected by DF in control mice (Fig. 2l). In the
lungs of BLKO mice, we noticed a considerable degree of loss of
rhythmicity and decreased amplitude on DF (Fig. 4f–h), which was
similar to the results for control mice (Fig. 2j). However, the common rhythmic genes were clearly shifted in BLKO mice but not control mice (Fig. 4i,j). Therefore, we concluded that the response of the
lung’s rhythmic transcriptome to DF is affected by the liver-clock.
Yet, unlike the results for WAT, in the absence of the liver-clock,
the lung’s clock and its rhythmic transcriptome in DF animals are
not aligned.
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Fig. 4 | The liver-clock modulates the response of the WAT and lung
rhythmic transcriptomes to DF. Around-the-clock transcriptomic analysis
of WAT (a–e) and lung (f–j) from liver-clock mutant mice (BLKO) fed
either AL or exclusively during the light phase (DF) for 30 d. a,f, Heatmaps
of expression profiles of genes that were non-rhythmic in AL and rhythmic
in DF (NR, Qmin < 0.05, PHR,AL > 0.05, PHR,DF ≤ 0.05; JTK_CYCLE and
Harmonic Regression; Methods), genes that were rhythmic in AL and
non-rhythmic in DF (RN, Qmin < 0.05, PHR,AL ≤ 0.05, PHR,DF > 0.05) and genes
that were rhythmic in both (RR, Qmin < 0.05, PHR,AL ≤ 0.05, PHR,DF ≤ 0.05).
Data are presented as z-scores of the average expression in each ZT.
b,g, Venn diagrams representing the overlap between rhythmic genes
in AL or DF. c,h, Histograms representing the distribution of amplitude
differences between DF and AL of the common rhythmic genes in
both conditions d,i, Histograms representing the distribution of phase
differences between DF and AL for the common rhythmic genes in both
conditions. e,j, Comparison between the phase difference distributions
in BLKO and AlbCre mice. **P < 0.001, Watson’s two-sample test,
WAT = 3.4163, lung = 4.4629). The vertical dashed lines represent the
circular median phase differences.

The liver-clock shapes WAT and lung rhythmic transcriptome
on DF. To better understand the interaction between the liver-clock
and rhythmicity of other tissues, we compared all four conditions
per tissue. Excluding genes that were arrhythmic in all 4 conditions,
this 2-by-2 comparison yielded a total of 15 different gene subsets
with distinct rhythmic behaviours, which is denoted by a 4-letter
nomenclature (for example, RRNN is rhythmic in AlbCre AL, rhythmic in AlbCre DF, non-rhythmic in BLKO AL and non-rhythmic in
BLKO DF; Extended Data Fig. 4a). For simplicity, these subsets were
clustered together into categories based on the effect of BLKO on
transcript rhythmicity. Namely, loss of rhythmicity in BLKO (‘loss’),
gain of rhythmicity in BLKO (‘gain’), retained rhythmicity in BLKO
(‘retain’) or complex interaction between BLKO and DF (Extended
Data Fig. 4b). Of note, gain or loss of rhythmicity can occur either
under AL or under DF. We found that in WAT, the majority of genes
either lost or gained rhythmicity in BLKO compared to AlbCre mice
(Fig. 5a), signifying a major effect of the liver-clock on WAT rhythmicity. Specifically on DF, gain of rhythmicity was more common
than loss of rhythmicity in the WAT (Extended Data Fig. 4b; compare RNRN to NRNR).
The effect of the liver-clock on the phase shift distribution in
response to DF (Fig. 4e,j) can stem from two distinct behaviours
(Fig. 5b). One option is that the same genes that were mildly shifted
on DF in control mice are shifted more strongly in BLKO mice.
Another option is that genes that were mildly shifted in the AlbCre
lost rhythmicity in BLKO, whereas a different subset of rhythmic
genes emerged in BLKO mice and was strongly shifted by DF. In
short, we asked whether the same or different subsets of genes are
phase-shifted between the two genotypes.
To discriminate between these two alternatives, we subdivided
the phase difference histograms according to the categories detailed
above. This analysis revealed that in AlbCre mice, the ‘loss’ category showed mild shifts compared to the ‘retain’ category (Fig. 5c;
compare the upper right and left panels). In BLKO mice, the ‘retain’
category has similar phase shifts to those observed in AlbCre mice
(Fig. 5c; compare the upper and lower left panels) and the ‘gain’ category shows pronounced phase shifts (Fig. 5c, lower right panel).
Our analysis clearly indicated that the prominent shifts in gene
expression in DF BLKO mice stems from the emergence of new subset of rhythmic genes in these animals that are strongly shifted by
feeding, alongside the loss of rhythmicity of genes that were mildly
shifted by feeding in AlbCre mice (that is, option 2 in Fig. 5b).
The ‘loss’ and ‘gain’ gene categories in WAT functionally differed
from to the ‘retain’ group (Extended Data Fig. 5a). For example,
the ‘retain’ category was enriched for genes involved in fat cell differentiation and thermogenesis. On the other hand, the ‘loss’ category was more enriched for cytoskeleton remodelling and lipid
and nucleotide metabolic processes. Representative genes for the
Nature Metabolism | www.nature.com/natmetab
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Fig. 5 | The liver-clock affects the composition of lung and WAT rhythmic transcriptome. The rhythmic transcriptome was distributed into categories
according to the gene’s behaviour in each condition and genotype (Extended Data Fig. 4). a, Pie chart representing the distribution of genes between the
categories in the WAT. b, Schematic depiction of the two options that might account for the differences in phase distribution between genotypes (see text
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different profiles are depicted in Fig. 5d. Analysis of the upstream
regulators of each category predicted the potential involvement of
prominent metabolic sensors in the ‘gain’ and ‘loss’ categories, such
as PPARs, HIF1A and HNFs (Extended Data Fig. 4d).
In the lung, similar trends emerged. The rhythmicity of most
genes was affected by BLKO, while only a quarter of genes retained
their rhythmicity in both genotypes (Fig. 5e). Contrary to the results
Nature Metabolism | www.nature.com/natmetab

for WAT, in the lung loss of rhythmicity due to DF was much more
prominent than gain of rhythmicity (Extended Data Fig. 4c). The
‘retain’ category overall showed very similar phase shifts in AlbCre
and BLKO mice (about −2), (Fig. 5f). This is in contrast to both the
‘loss’ category, which on average showed milder shifts (in AlbCre
mice), and the ‘gain’ category, which presented stronger shifts (in
BLKO mice) (Fig. 5f). Although the effect size and distribution of
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Fig. 6 | Impaired glucose homeostasis in liver-clock-deficient mice in response to DF. a, RNA-seq expression profiles of liver Gys2 and Slc2a2 (Glut2)
in AlbCre and BLKO mice fed either AL or DF (continuous cosine fit curve: Qmin < 0.05, P < 0.05 for the relevant condition; dashed curve: rhythmicity not
significant). b,c, Liver glycogen (b) and liver glucose content (c) (two-sided Welch’s t-test; AlbCre AL n = 5 mice per ZT; AlbCre DF ZT11 n = 6 mice, ZT23
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t-test; n = 3 mice per genotype in AL, n = 4 mice per genotype in DF).

the different subsets vary from the WAT, it is clear also in the case
of the lung that the difference in phase shifts between genotypes is
largely due to different subsets of genes.
Gene subsetting revealed differential functional enrichment
between categories also in the lung (Extended Data Fig. 5b). Tissue
dynamics-related genes (for example, extracellular matrix formation) and lipid metabolism-related genes were prevalent in the ‘loss’
category, while the ‘retain’ category was enriched for rhythm regulation and cold-responsive genes. Archetypical examples are presented in Fig. 5g.
In both WAT and lung, the ‘retain’ category contained many of
the circadian regulatory genes and their behaviours were consistent

with the profiles shown above (Fig. 3). It might be that this subset
of genes is regulated by the tissue-endogenous clock and therefore
behave similarly to the clock genes.
In summary, we showed that the liver-clock carries a prominent
effect on the composition of the rhythmic transcriptomes of other
tissues. The effects of the liver-clock on the phase response to DF
stems primarily from these differences in gene composition.
Liver-clock mutant mice exhibit impaired glucose homeostasis
on DF. To gain an insight on the potential mechanisms implicated
in the communication between the liver-clock and peripheral tissues, we examined the liver rhythmic transcriptome of BLKO
Nature Metabolism | www.nature.com/natmetab
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mice. We compared the effects of genotype and feeding regimen
on liver rhythmicity and, as expected, found that many genes lost
rhythmicity in BLKO mice (Extended Data Fig. 6a,b). Under the
premise that the liver-clock functions as a buffering mechanism, we
were particularly interested in genes that were rhythmic in AlbCre,
phase-inverted on DF and arrhythmic in BLKO (that is, the RRNN
subset). This subset of genes may account for the effect of the
liver-clock on other tissues. Enrichment analysis revealed that this
group is highly enriched for carbohydrate metabolism (Extended
Data Fig. 6c). Specifically, we observed in BLKO livers loss of rhythmicity of key genes responsible for glucose homeostasis, such as the
glycogen synthase Gys2, and the glucose transporter Slc2a2 (Glut2)
(Fig. 6a). Measurements of liver glycogen content showed daily variance in AlbCre, with zenith levels at the end of the dark phase22,28,
which were inverted on DF (Fig. 6b). However, BLKO mice showed
shallower daily rhythms in AL that were not significant on DF
(Fig. 6b). These effects were largely mirrored by glucose liver content (Fig. 6c). Next, we examined whether blood glucose levels are
affected in BLKO mice. Blood glucose measurements around the
clock revealed that on DF, BLKO mice have substantially lower glucose levels during the fasting phase (Fig. 6d). Hence, loss of Bmal1
in the liver induced daily rhythms in blood glucose levels, which
are otherwise relatively constant. Differences in insulin resistance
are unlikely to be a major cause for the observed phenotype since
glucose tolerance tests were comparable between the different genotypes (Extended Data Fig. 7a–c). Thus, disruption of liver glucose
and glycogen metabolism is likely to play a role in the observed
blood glucose rhythms in BLKO mice on DF.
This fasting state hypoglycaemia was accompanied by additional
related metabolic changes. Ketone bodies accumulated to a higher
level in DF BLKO compared to control mice at the end of the fasting
phase (Fig. 6e). Concomitantly, the respiratory exchange rate (RER)
was lower in BLKO compared to AlbCre mice, which is indicative
of increased utilization of lipids over carbohydrates towards the end
of the fasting phase (Fig. 6f and Extended Data Fig. 7f). The altered
glucose metabolism in the liver and blood of BLKO mice is expected
to facilitate additional metabolic changes in energy utilization of
other tissues. Along this line, our transcriptomic analysis revealed
that in the WAT the ‘gain’ category was enriched for genes involved
in oxidative phosphorylation (Extended Data Fig. 5a). In addition,
a phase set enrichment analysis (PSEA) of the WAT revealed that
the phases of functional terms related to cellular respiration and
lipid metabolism are more shifted in BLKO than in AlbCre mice
in response to DF (Extended Data Fig. 6d). This could represent an
increased reliance on beta-oxidation and oxidative phosphorylation
due to fasting phase hypoglycaemia.
In summary, we propose that impaired hepatic glucose metabolism in liver-clock-deficient mice on DF disrupts blood glucose
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homeostasis, which seems to affect rhythmicity of other peripheral
tissues.
Liver-clock mutant mice exhibit altered metabolism on DF.
Lastly, we were interested in the overall effects of prolonged DF on
AlbCre and BLKO mice, both generally and with respect to their
temporal variance. First, we examined the effect of BLKO on plasma
lipid composition. Triglycerides showed a time difference in AlbCre
only under DF (with higher levels in the fed state), while in BLKO
rhythmicity was apparent already in AL (Fig. 7a). Total cholesterol
and low-density lipoprotein (LDL) levels did not vary between the
tested time points, yet they exhibited elevated levels in BLKO compared to AlbCre mice (Fig. 7b,c). On the other hand, high-density
lipoprotein (HDL) exhibited temporal differences exclusively
in BLKO but not in AlbCre mice (Fig. 7d). These results suggest
impaired lipid and cholesterol homeostasis in BLKO mice, which
might be due to liver-intrinsic mechanisms as well as crosstalk with
other organs. Beside the above-mentioned time-dependent variations, blood lipids did not differ significantly in their mean levels
between AL and DF, neither in AlbCre nor in BLKO mice (P > 0.05,
two-sample Student’s t-test).
The differences in blood glucose and lipids between AlbCre
and BLKO mice prompted us to test whether these mice also differ in their body weight and composition. We found that AlbCre
mice fed AL gained more weight compared to DF animals (Fig. 7e),
which is consistent with a previous report9. Remarkably, BLKO
mice showed no difference in weight gain between feeding regimens and in general gained less weight than AlbCre mice fed AL
(Fig. 7e). Furthermore, BLKO mice gained less fat under DF, compared to AlbCre mice (Fig. 7f). Intriguingly, energy expenditure
(EE) and total food consumption were similar across the conditions
(Fig. 7g,h and Extended Data Fig. 7d,g). The observed differences in
body weight and composition might be related to changes in gene
expression of lipid-related metabolic pathways (for example, lipid
catabolic process and lipid localization) and tissue dynamics (for
example, cell migration, autophagy and fat differentiation) in WAT
(Extended Data Figs. 5 and 6).
Next, we examined the daily difference in body weight between
the end of the dark and light phases. When fed AL, AlbCre mice
showed no significant difference, while BLKO mice exhibited
lower body weight (approximately 1-g difference) at the end of the
light phase (Fig. 7i). Under DF, both strains showed higher weight
(approximately 2-g difference) at the end of the light phase, as might
be expected due to the food restriction. Interestingly, this pattern
corresponded to the daily variance in triglycerides (Fig. 7a). In
addition, we observed considerable daily changes specifically in
liver size29,30, which were drastically reduced in BLKO mice (Fig. 7j)
in accordance with liver glycogen levels (Fig. 6b). This finding

Fig. 7 | The liver-clock affects body weight and composition in response to DF. a–d, Plasma parameters measured after 30 d of either AL or DF:
triglycerides (a); total cholesterol (b); LDL (c); HDL (d). Two-sided Student’s t-test; AlbCre AL n = 6 per ZT; AlbCre DF ZT11 n = 6 mice in ZT11 and n = 7
mice in ZT23; BLKO AL n = 6 in ZT11 and n = 5 in ZT23; BLKO DF n = 5 in ZT11 and n = 6 in ZT23. e, Weekly change in mouse body weight from the initial
weight throughout the experiment. Mean ± s.e.m.; repeated measures two-way ANOVA; AlbCre AL n = 12, DF n = 13; BLKO AL n = 11, DF n = 10.
f, Percentage of whole-body fat as measured on the fifth week (two-sided Student’s t-test; AlbCre AL n = 9 mice, DF n = 8 mice; BLKO AL n = 7 mice, DF
n = 9 mice). g,h, Daily EE (g) and daily food consumption (h) calculated from the metabolic cage measurements of three consecutive days (mean ± s.e.m.;
non-significant by two-way ANOVA; n = 3 mice per genotype in AL, n = 4 mice per genotype in DF). i, Daily difference in body weight between ZT12 and
ZT22 in each condition (two-sided, paired samples Student’s t-test; AlbCre AL n = 12, DF n = 13; BLKO AL n = 11, DF n = 10). j, Liver weight as a percentage
of total body weight at two opposing time points (two-sided Student’s t-test; AlbCre AL n = 5 mice per ZT; AlbCre DF n = 6 mice in ZT11 and n = 7 mice
in ZT23; BLKO AL n = 6 in ZT11 and n = 5 in ZT23; BLKO DF n = 5 in ZT11 and n = 6 in ZT23). In the box plots: middle line, median; box, 25th to 75th IQR;
whiskers, largest/smallest value up to 1.5×IQR; outliers, data outside that range. k, Schematic model summarizing the main findings. In AlbCre mice,
the liver-clock is functional and drives the downstream transcriptional rhythms that coordinate liver function and are inverted under DF. This activity
suppresses daily fluctuations in blood-borne metabolites, such as glucose. Consequently, transcriptional rhythms in other peripheral tissues respond only
mildly to DF. In contrast, in liver-clock-deficient mice (BLKO), many transcripts lose their rhythmicity. The buffering effect of the liver on blood glucose
fluctuations decrease and robust rhythms appear under DF. These de novo rhythms in blood factors potentially account for the different effect of DF on the
rhythmic transcriptome of other tissues in liver-clock-deficient animals.
Nature Metabolism | www.nature.com/natmetab
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example, lipid metabolism, cholesterol metabolism and carbohydrate metabolism gene pathways) and WAT (for example, carbohydrate metabolism-, mitochondrial respiration- and energy
utilization-related pathways) (Extended Data Figs. 2, 5 and 6).

suggests a primary role for the liver endogenous clock in controlling
its overall size.
The observed metabolic and physiological changes broadly
corresponded to changes in gene expression both in the liver (for
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Taken together, our data reveal that liver-specific deletion of
Bmal1 influences a plethora of physiological and metabolic parameters, hinting towards the importance of the liver-clock in the regulation of these parameters to buffer against nutritional challenges.

Discussion

Our findings indicate that feeding time differently affects clocks in
peripheral tissues. Previous studies that analysed peripheral tissues
concluded that daytime-restricted feeding uncouples peripheral
circadian oscillators from the central clock7–9. While some differences between tissues were observed in the past7–9,16,31–34, often they
were attributed to kinetics differences in their response to DF. The
longer duration (that is, 30 d), high sampling resolution and broad
tissue collection in the current study clearly show that tissues differ in their entrainment by DF and display a wide range of behaviours. Our results add to recent data suggesting tissue specificity of
peripheral clocks in response to other zeitgebers, such as oxygen14
and stress35. Taken together, these findings revise the traditional
view of peripheral clocks as a uniform group, at least in respect to
their input mechanisms, and suggest that tissue specificity to zeitgebers is the rule rather than the exception.
It is conceivable that clocks in peripheral tissues evolved in a
way that they harness the most dominant and relevant signalling
pathways in a given tissue to optimize their ability to sense environmental changes. In the case of the liver, as expected from a major
metabolic hub that is engaged in nutrient processing, its clock
is highly responsive to changes in feeding time. The clock in the
lung, by contrast, is much less affected by feeding time. However,
it is responsive to changes in oxygen levels14 consistent with its
role in oxygen uptake. These disparities are mostly evident under
non-physiological interventions (for example, DF, hypoxic exposure) since normally the different timing cues are more or less
aligned with each other.
Different underlying mechanisms can conceptually account for
tissue-specific entrainment. Tissues can differ in their sensitivity
or their level of exposure to a given signal and hence respond differently. When dealing with a conjunction of signals, the picture
becomes more complex since they may interact with each other
in various manners. The DF paradigm is, by its nature, a conflicting signal paradigm since the light- and SCN-related signals have
one phase, while food-related signals have an opposing phase36,37.
Moreover, food ingestion by itself instigates the activation of a myriad of metabolic, endocrine, physiological and behavioural signals,
all of which are potential zeitgebers38–42. The interaction between
different signals can lead to various outcomes that go beyond the
additive effects of each signal. Consequently, it can explain differences in phase shift (direction and extent), clock-gene-specific
effects and loss of rhythmicity.
Throughout the study, we encountered several cases of loss of
rhythmicity on DF. For example, the clock genes in the quadriceps
lost their rhythmicity on DF. These cases were well defined statistically, although their interpretation is not straightforward. One
option is that statistical loss of rhythmicity is a result of amplitude
reduction. Another option is that it is a result of desynchrony, either
between cells in the same organ, or between individual mice that
were used to reconstruct the daily profile. Recent advances in technologies for longitudinal measurements of rhythmicity in individual
freely moving animals43,44 can open the possibility to discriminate
between these different scenarios in the future.
An intriguing point that clearly emerges from the current study
is the poor association between the response of the clock (as determined by the profile of the core clock genes) and the tissue’s rhythmic transcriptome. The naïve view of the clock as the principal
orchestrator of tissue rhythmicity assumes that overall changes in
the phase of cellular rhythmicity are directed by the cellular clock.
However, this view is contrasted by instances whereby a shift in
Nature Metabolism | www.nature.com/natmetab
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the bulk of the rhythmic transcriptome does not correspond to the
effect on the clock in the tissue (for example, WAT in control mice,
lung in BLKO mice). This implies that a given timing cue can act
differently on the clock and on other rhythmic transcripts in the
same tissue. Obviously, gene expression can be directly modulated
by external signals; yet, in the context of rhythmic expression, it is
conceivable that the clock will play a role. Hence, it raises questions
regarding the exact relationship of the core clock with other signals in controlling rhythmicity in gene expression. A direct practical implication of this observation is that one should be cautious
when defining tissue rhythmicity solely based on the phase of its
clock genes.
Our results point towards functional organization of rhythmicity of peripheral tissues and particularly highlight the biological
importance of the liver-clock. As mentioned earlier, the rhythmicity of clock genes in the tested peripheral tissues is not affected
by the liver-clock, irrespective of the feeding regimen. By contrast, the liver-clock strongly shapes both the phase and composition of their rhythmic transcriptome under AL and in response
to DF. Specifically, we observed more prominent phase shifts on
DF in liver-clock mutant mice compared to control animals. Our
in-depth analyses unexpectedly demonstrated that this is generally
due to gain of rhythmicity of strongly responsive genes and loss
of rhythmicity of mildly responsive genes rather than more pronounced shifts of the same subset of genes. This led to a non-trivial
association whereby the extent of phase shift of a gene in control
animals on DF can predict its rhythmicity in liver-clock mutant
mice and vice versa. Although the subset of genes that lose rhythmicity in BLKO mice are clearly dependent on liver-Bmal1, this
by no means indicates that their oscillations are driven by the
liver-clock. In fact, their phases are not inverted by DF, as would be
expected based on the liver-clock. Thus, although their rhythmicity is liver-Bmal1-dependent, their phase might be dictated more
profoundly by extra-hepatic cues such as light- or SCN-related
signal(s). It is worthwhile to point out that whatever the nature of
the signalling mechanisms that govern these effects, they are not
considered as zeitgebers since the clocks do not respond to them.
Our findings are consistent with the idea that the liver-clock
functions as a homeostatic mechanism, a concept that was originally proposed by Lamia and colleagues26 and gained further attention more recently27,45. According to this view (Fig. 7k), the liver role
is to preserve nutritional homeostasis46 through a timely regulation
of anabolic and catabolic processes. For example, the liver will produce and secrete glucose mainly during the rest phase, while during
the active phase glucose will be absorbed and stored47–49. In general,
nutritional availability should be maintained at sufficient levels
to support not only the liver but also other tissues. Hence, when
feeding is phase-inverted, the liver-clock and its rhythmic processes must also invert to ensure constant blood concentration of
nutrients. In the absence of the liver-clock, nutrient homeostasis is
derailed, leading to larger perturbations in nutrient concentrations,
which likely affect rhythmicity in other tissues throughout the
body. This hypothesis is supported by our observation that blood
glucose levels oscillate in BLKO mice in DF but not in control mice.
Shallow rhythms in blood glucose levels were previously reported
in BLKO mice already under AL26, while in our experiment they
were relatively constant; this difference might stem from a different sampling time. It is conceivable that impaired hepatic rhythms
in glucose and glycogen metabolism lead to altered daily blood
glucose levels. Along this line, and consistent with our results, it
was recently shown that liver-Bmal1 is sufficient to drive oscillations in hepatic glycogen levels and related gene expression under
light–dark cycles22. Gain of rhythmicity in other systemic parameters were observed, namely body weight, triglycerides, HDL and
ketone bodies, further supporting the role of the liver-clock as a
homeostatic mechanism.
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The effect of the liver-clock on rhythmicity of other peripheral
tissues is likely conveyed through a plethora of signalling molecules
(for example, metabolites, peptides, hormones). We propose that
glucose might serve as a strong candidate in this conjunction since
we observed pronounced changes in glucose levels and rhythmicity in the blood of liver-clock mutant mice on DF. These changes
correspond to changes in gene expression of other peripheral tissues, such as the WAT, which are consistent with altered glucose
availability. While changes in gene expression, in conjunction with
the predicted upstream metabolic regulators (for example, PPARs,
HIF1A and HNFs), correlate with the observed metabolic and
physiological phenotype, they do not serve as evidence for causality.
Future studies, utilizing loss of function and tissue-specific knockout models, are expected to shed important mechanistic insights in
this regard. Given the intricate interaction between different tissues
and the wide metabolic and physiological effects we observed in
liver-clock mutant mice, it is likely that many other signalling molecules participate in the communication between the liver and other
peripheral tissues and act together to modulate their rhythmicity.
In essence, our study sheds light on the in vivo interactions
between rhythmic processes in peripheral tissues and highlight the
role of the liver-clock in coordinating the rhythmicity of peripheral tissues in response to feeding, irrespective of their clocks. These
findings might be relevant for a wide variety of metabolic pathologies for which dysregulation of inter-organ communication has
been shown50.

Methods

Contact for reagent and resource sharing. Further information and requests
for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead
contact, G. Asher (gad.asher@weizmann.ac.il).
Animals. All animal experiments and procedures were conducted in conformity
with the Weizmann Institute Animal Care and Use Committee guidelines. Threeto four-month-old male C57BL/6 Alb-Cre+ mice (AlbCre mice; The Jackson
Laboratory) or Alb-Cre+ Bmal1loxP/loxP mice (BLKO mice)14,26 were used. Animals
were housed in a specific pathogen-free animal facility at an ambient temperature
of 22 °C and 50% humidity under a 12 h light–dark regimen. Lights were controlled
by circadian cabinets (Actimetrics). Mice were fed either AL or exclusively during
the light phase (DF) for 30 d. Mice were fed with normal chow (2018 Teklad global
18% protein rodent diet; Envigo).
In the first experiment, after the feeding intervention mice were euthanized by
cervical dislocation every 2 h for a total of 24 h (n = 2 animals per time point) and
tissues were collected.
In a second experiment, the same design was applied, only this time mice
were assigned to different assays throughout the 30-d period (that is, weekly body
weight monitoring, body composition, blood glucose and ketone measurements
and intraperitoneal glucose tolerance testing (IPGTT)). A total of 25 AlbCre and
23 BLKO mice were used. At the end of the experiment, mice were euthanized
at two opposing zeitgebers (namely ZT11 and ZT23, n = 5–7 per time point per
condition) and their plasma and tissues were collected.
RNA extraction. Tissues were snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen immediately after
dissection and stored at −80 °C until use. For RNA extraction, tissues were
soaked in TRI Reagent (Sigma-Aldrich) and were homogenized in a Bead Ruptor
24e (Omni) with stainless steel beads and then processed by a standard TRI
Reagent-based RNA extraction protocol. RNA concentration was determined using
a NanoDrop 2000 Spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific). RNA quality was
validated using the 2200 TapeStation (Agilent Technologies).
Quantitative PCR. Synthesis of complementary DNA was performed using
the qScript cDNA SuperMix (Quanta Biosciences). Real-time quantitative
PCR (qPCR) measurements were performed using SYBR green probes with a
LightCycler II system (Roche) and analysed according to the 2−ΔΔCT method. The
first normalization was to the geometrical mean of two housekeeping genes: Rplp0
and Hprt. The second normalization was to the mean expression of each condition;
log2 transformation was applied to all data for presentation purposes.
Primers are detailed in Supplementary Table 1. The Arntl primers were
designed specifically for the floxed site in the hepatocytes of Alb-Cre+ Bmal1loxP/loxP
mice to evaluate the knockout.
The rhythmicity of the qPCR profiles was determined using the JTK_CYCLE
algorithm19 via MetaCycle (v.1.2.0)51. A cosine was fitted to the log2-normalized
data using the ‘fit’ function in MATLAB 2020a, according to the phases extracted
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from JTK_CYCLE. Amplitudes were calculated as the difference between the peak
and trough of the fits, which is the fold change on a linear scale.
For magnitude (mean expression) comparison, samples from all time points for
each condition were pooled and analysed together on the same real-time
PCR plate.
RNA sequencing. We used a derivation of the massively parallel RNA single-cell
sequencing (MARS-seq) as described by Jaitin et al.52, originally developed for
single-cell RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) to produce expression libraries and
exclusively sequence the 3′-end of the transcripts. The prepared bulk MARS-seq
libraries were sequenced with high-output 75-base-pair kits (catalogue no. FC-4042005; Illumina) on a NextSeq 500/550 Illumina sequencer.
Processing of raw sequencing data into read counts was performed via the
User-friendly Transcriptome Analysis Pipeline (v.1.10)53. Briefly, reads were
trimmed using cutadapt (v.1.15)54 and mapped to the genome (/shareDB/
iGenomes/Mus_musculus/UCSC/mm10/Sequence/STAR_index) using STAR
(v.2.5.2b)55 (default parameters). The pipeline quantifies the genes annotated
in RefSeq that have expanded with 1,000 bases towards the 5′ edge and 100
bases towards the 3′ bases). Counting (unique molecular identifier counts)
was done using HTSeq-count (v.0.9.1) in union mode56. Normalization of the
counts was performed using DESeq2 (v.1.16.1)57 with the betaPrior=True,
cooksCutoff=FALSE, independentFiltering=FALSE parameters.
The raw FASTQ files and summary tables are available at the Gene Expression
Omnibus (GEO) (accession no. GSE159135).
RNA-seq statistical analysis. Weakly expressed genes were filtered out, according
to the following: only genes with at least two reads in at least half of the samples in
each condition were retained and only genes detected in all four conditions were
used. This procedure removed about 5–15% of genes per condition in either of
the tissues.
To determine gene rhythmicity and differential rhythmicity between two
conditions, a two-stage approach was used. In the first stage, JTK_CYCLE was
performed on each condition (via MetaCycle) and the P values (ADJ.P) were
retrieved. Then, the minimum P value for each gene was determined (that is, the
P value of the most significant condition was chosen). On this Pmin, a Benjamini–
Hochberg false discovery rate was calculated (Qmin) using the fdrtool R package
(v.1.2.16)58. A gene with Qmin < 0.05 was defined as rhythmic in at least 1 condition.
In the second stage, an harmonic regression test (HarmonicRegression R package
(v.1.0)59) was performed on the genes that passed the first selection and P values
were retrieved (PHR). A gene was defined as rhythmic in a certain condition if
PHR < 0.05 on this condition (and Qmin < 0.05). This approach is similar to those
in previous reports60,61 and is advantageous for the correct determination of
differential gene rhythmicity. Phases and amplitudes were retrieved from the
harmonic regression test results. Full results of the rhythmicity analysis can be
found in Supplementary Data 2.
Circular statistics were performed using the ‘circular’ R package (v.0.4-93)62.
Differential circular distribution was tested by Watson’s two-sample test63.
Gene enrichment testing. For the enrichment tests, gene lists were first converted
from SYMBOL to EntrezID. Over-representation of Gene Ontology (GO)64,65 terms
was tested using the clusterProfiler package (v.3.18.1)66, with default settings. The
full enrichment test results can be found in Supplementary Data 3.
Upstream regulator analysis was performed using the Ingenuity Pathway
Analysis software (QIAGEN, December 2020 release) with default settings; the full
results can be found in Supplementary Data 4.
PSEA was performed using the PSEA Java interface v.1.1 with default settings67.
To produce the input tables, mouse gene symbols were converted to human
symbols using biomaRt (v.2.46.3)68 and phases were retrieved from the harmonic
regression test mentioned above. GO terms were retrieved from the Molecular
Signatures Database (c5.go.bp.v7.2.symbols.gmt)69. The full PSEA results can be
found in Supplementary Data 5.
Protein extraction and immunoblot analysis. Tissues were snap-frozen in liquid
nitrogen immediately after dissection and stored at −80 °C until use. For total
protein extraction, tissues were homogenized by Bead Ruptor 24e with stainless
steel beads in ice-cold radioimmunoprecipitation assay buffer (150 mM of NaCl,
1% NP-40, 0.5% Na deoxycholate, 0.1% SDS, 50 mM of Tris-HCl, pH 8, and 1 mM
of dithiothreitol), supplemented with protease inhibitor cocktail (1 mM of N(a-aminoethyl) benzenesulfonyl fluoride, 40 mM of bestatin, 15 mM of E65, 20 mM
of leupeptin and 15 mM of pepstatin) (Sigma-Aldrich), phenylmethylsulfonyl
fluoride (1:200), vannadate (1:500), NaF (1:1,000)). The extracts were centrifuged
at 16,200g for 15 min at 4 °C.
Protein concentration was determined by the bicinchoninic acid assay (Thermo
Fisher Scientific) and equalized between samples. Then, samples were heated at
95 °C for 5 min in Laemmli sample buffer and analysed by SDS–polyacrylamide
gel electrophoresis and immunoblot. Antibodies used were rabbit anti-ARNTL15,
anti-PER2 (ref. 15), anti-p-NR1D1 (Cell Signaling Technology) and mouse
anti-U2AF (Sigma-Aldrich). All antibodies were diluted 1:1,000 in suitable buffer
(PBS-Tween supplemented with 5% BSA, 0.02% sodium azide and phenol red).
Nature Metabolism | www.nature.com/natmetab
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Blood measurements. Blood glucose was measured using a Contour glucometer
(Bayer). Blood was drawn from a tail-tip cut. Basal glucose measurements were
taken in 6-h intervals and done in duplicate.
For IPGTT, a standard protocol was used. Briefly, mice were food-deprived for
2 h (for the AL ZT10 group) or 10 h (for the DF ZT22 group) before the test. Then,
a baseline measurement (time 0) was taken, followed by intraperitoneal injection of
glucose in a dose of 2 g per kg body weight. Subsequent blood measurements were
taken 15, 30, 60, 90 and 120 min after the injection.
Beta-hydroxybutyrate was measured using FreeStyle Optium Neo with β
ketone strips (Abbot) in blood taken from a tail-tip cut.
Plasma measurements. Plasma triglycerides, total cholesterol, LDL and HDL
were measured using the cobas c111 instrument (Roche) according to the
manufacturer’s protocol.
Glycogen measurements. Liver pieces were weighted and homogenized in water
using the Bead Ruptor 24e with stainless steel beads. The extracts were boiled for
10 min and then centrifuged for 15 min at 21,000g (4 °C). Next, glycogen content
was quantified using an enzymatic colorimetric kit (Sigma-Aldrich), with equal
tissue concentration (30 μg per well). The background glucose measurements (that
is, taken without glycogen hydrolysis) were used for background subtraction and to
measure the tissue glucose content.
Body composition. Whole-body fat was determined using the minispec LF50
Body Composition Analyzer (Bruker) at ZT10-12 for all conditions.
Metabolic cages. Mouse oxygen consumption rate, carbon dioxide release,
spontaneous locomotor activity and food consumption were simultaneously
monitored for individually housed mice by using PhenoMaster metabolic cages
(TSE System). Several adaptation days to the new housing conditions preceded
each experiment. Data were collected at 15-min intervals. RER and EE were
calculated automatically from the oxygen and carbon dioxide measurements by the
instrument’s software.
Software and statistics. All statistical analyses and data visualization
were performed with either R v.4.0.1 or MATLAB 2020a (MathWorks).
Data visualization with R was performed using the ggplot2 (v.2.0.0)70 and
ComplexHeatmap (v.2.6.2)71 packages. In all boxplots: middle line, median; box,
25th to the 75th interquartile range (IQR); whiskers, the largest/smallest value no
greater/smaller than 1.5×IQR; outliers, measurements outside this range. In all bar
and line plots, data are the mean ± s.e.m.
Reporting Summary. Further information on research design is available in the
Nature Research Reporting Summary linked to this article.

Data availability

The RNA-seq data are available from the GEO under accession no. GSE159135.
Figures 1 and 3 and Extended Data Figs. 1 and 3 are associated with the
statistical analysis available in Supplementary Data 1. In addition, the
unprocessed blots of Fig. 1g are available as Source Data with this paper.
Figures 2, 4, 5 and 6a and Extended Data Figs. 4 and 6 are associated with
the RNA-seq data (raw and processed data accessible through the GEO)
and with the statistical analysis available in Supplementary Data 2. Extended
Data Figs. 2, 5 and 6c are associated with the complete results presented in
Supplementary Data 3. Extended Data Fig. 4d,e is associated with the complete
results presented in Supplementary Data 4. Extended Data Fig. 6d is associated
with the complete results presented in Supplementary Data 5. All other data
that support the findings of this study are available from the corresponding
author upon request.
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Extended Data Fig. 1 | See next page for caption.
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Extended Data Fig. 1 | Feeding differentially affects clocks in peripheral tissues. Quantitative PCR results from mice (AlbCre) fed either ad libitum (AL)
or exclusively during the light-phase (DF) for 30 days. Samples were collected at 2 h intervals for 24 h (n = 2 biologically independent mice per time point).
Presented are representative clock genes from the (a) liver, (b) White Adipose Tissue (WAT), (c) lung, (d) quadriceps muscle, (e) kidney, and (f) heart.
Dots mark individual measurements in each Zeitgeber Time (ZT). Significant rhythms according to JTK_CYCLE are denoted by cosine fit curve according
to the captions, with a vertical line representing the phase; dashed curves represent non-significant (ns) rhythms. Note that the profiles for Arntl and Nr1d1
are re-plotted from Fig. 1a–f and are included here as well to enable side-by-side comparison with other clock genes in each tissue.
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Extended Data Fig. 2 | See next page for caption.
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Extended Data Fig. 2 | Daytime-restricted feeding affects the rhythmic transcriptome in a tissue-specific manner. Gene Ontology (GO) Biological
Processes (BP) enrichment analysis of rhythmic genes in mice fed either ad libitum (AL) or exclusively during the light-phase (DF) for 30 days in (a) liver,
(b) WAT, and (c) lung (P < 0.05, over-representation test).
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Extended Data Fig. 3 | See next page for caption.
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Extended Data Fig. 3 | The liver-clock does not affect clock-rhythmicity in other peripheral tissues. Quantitative PCR results of clock gene expression
of liver-clock mutant mice (BLKO), fed either ad libitum (AL, upper panels) or exclusively during the light-phase (DF, lower panels) for 30 days. Samples
were collected at 2 h intervals for 24 h (n = 2 biologically independent mice per time point). Presented are representative clock genes from the (a) liver,
(b) WAT, (c) lung, (d) quadriceps muscle, (e) kidney, and (f) heart. Dots mark individual measurements in each Zeitgeber Time (ZT). Significant rhythms
according to JTK_CYCLE are denoted by cosine fit curve according to the captions, with a vertical line representing the phase; dashed curves represent
non-significant (ns) rhythms.
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Extended Data Fig. 4 | See next page for caption.
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Extended Data Fig. 4 | The liver-clock affects the composition of lung and WAT rhythmic transcriptome. a, The transcriptomic data of either WAT
or lung was subdivided into 15 subsets, based on their rhythmicity in each of the four conditions (AlbCre AL, AlbCre DF, BLKO AL, BLKO DF). For each
condition a gene is consider rhythmic if overall Qmin < 0.05, and PHR < 0.05 in this condition (JTK_CYCLE and Harmonic Regression, see also Methods
section). Depicted is a tabular summary of all the subsets and categories (L-Bmal1 = Liver-Bmal1). (b, c) Bar plot representation of the size of each subset
in WAT (b) and lung (c), with coloration according to the categories as in (a). (d, e) Ingenuity Upstream Regulators analysis for each category in WAT (d)
and lung (e) (presented are transcriptional regulators, P < 0.001, and at least 20 targets in the category).
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Extended Data Fig. 5 | Enrichment analysis for functional annotations of the different rhythmic categories. Gene Ontology (GO) Biological Processes
(BP) enrichment analysis of rhythmic genes which either loss their rhythmicity in BLKO (‘Loss’), or gained rhythmicity in BLKO (‘Gain’), or where not
affected by BLKO (‘Retain’) in (a) WAT and (b) lung. (P < 0.05, over-representation test).
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Extended Data Fig. 6 | See next page for caption.
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Extended Data Fig. 6 | Impaired glucose homeostasis in liver-clock deficient mice in response to day feeding. (a-c) Around-the-clock transcriptomic
analysis of livers from either AlbCre control mice or liver-clock deficient mice (BLKO) fed either ad libitum (AL) or exclusively during the light-phase
(DF) for 30 days. (a) Pie chart representing the distribution of genes between the different rhythmicity categories (see Fig. S4 for details). (b) Bar-plot
representing the sizes of each rhythmicity subset (see Fig. S4 for details). (c) Gene Ontology (GO) Biological Processes (BP) enrichment analysis of
rhythmic genes from the RRNN subset (P < 0.05, over-representation test). (d) Phase Set Enrichment Analysis of GO terms in WAT of AlbCre (left panel)
or BLKO (right panel) mice. Only terms that are significantly phase-enriched in both ad libitum (AL) and day fed animals (DF) are presented (P < 0.05,
Kuiper test), and the phase differences between the two regimens are depicted.
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Extended Data Fig. 7 | Behavioral and metabolic characterization of control and liver-clock deficient mice. (a) Intra-Peritoneal Glucose Tolerance
Test (IPGTT) analysis AlbCre or BLKO mice fed ad libitum (AL), performed at ZT10 after 2 h of food deprivation (Circles - individual mice, lines - mean
levels; 2-way ANOVA with repeated measures design; AlbCre n = 9 mice, BLKO n = 8 mice). (b) IPGTT results from day-fed (DF) AlbCre or BLKO mice,
performed at ZT22 (due to the daytime feeding, these mice were food deprived for 10 h), (Circles - individual mice, lines - mean levels; 2-way ANOVA with
repeated measures design; n = 7 mice per condition). (c) Area Under the glucose Curve (AUC), as calculated for the data in (a-b), (two-sided Student’s
t-test, n as in (a) and (b); boxplots: middle line= median, box= 25th to 75th Inter Quantile Range (IQR), whiskers= the largest/smallest value no greater/
smaller than 1.5*IQR, outlier points= measurements outside this range). (d-g) Mice fed either ad libitum (AL) or exclusively during the light-phase (DF)
for 4 weeks and were analyzed in metabolic cages for three consecutive days under the same feeding regimens. (d) Food consumption, (e) activity, (f)
Respiratory Exchange Rate (RER), and (g) Energy Expenditure (EE) are presented. The data is presented as average of individual mice (n = 3 mice per
genotype in AL, n = 4 mice per genotype in DF), with 1 h binning of the data (original measurements were taken every 15 minutes).
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